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PlantFactory R5.1 Build 5003965 4.0 GbLanguages: English, Deutsch, Fran?. E-on software, a leading global
developer of software for the creation,. VUE is a 64-bit application, designed for 64-bit versions of Windows
7, Windows.This invention relates to musical instruments and more particularly to an improved container for
a drumstick or cymbal stand. Many people enjoy playing drums for a variety of reasons including providing a
rhythm for singing and the enjoyment of making an accompanying sound. During an evensong service or
similar event where a drummer is participating, the drummer is usually responsible for cleaning up after
themselves and especially for clearing the stands of drumsticks. It is common practice for a drummer to pick
up a used stick and place it in a drumstick stand or container. In the recent past, many types of drumstick
stands have been developed. Although, these previous drumstick stands are far from being as advantageous as
possible, they have been developed in efforts to solve problems and address a desire for improvement. A
typical drumstick stand comprises two pieces of plastic which are secured together by an adhesive or the like
and to which a pair of openings in the form of round openings have been molded. The openings extend
laterally through the stand and are adapted to receive the leg portion of a drumstick. The legs of a drumstick
include an annular flange or other similar outwardly extending portion and a receiving opening for receiving
the flange. The legs are also used to place the stand in an upright position. Heretofore, a problem has existed
in that the drumstick has tended to slip out of the drumstick stand. One attempted solution to this problem has
been a drumstick stand which includes a plastic cylindrical shell with a seal stretched around the cylindrical
shell to cover the openings on the drumstick stand. Although the cover does prevent the drumstick from
slipping out, the stand still tends to slip out of the seal causing the drumsticks to fall out of the stand. In many
instances, a drumstick has slipped out of the drumstick stand causing the stands to fall
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